
A DAY WITHOUT A MEXICAN

When a mysterious fog surrounds the boundaries of California, there is a communication breakdown and all the
Mexicans disappear, affecting the economy and.

There was, however, a nod to one of the many fields of professions Hispanics bring about. Only by presenting
the film with a worst-case scenario through a sci-fi lens does it present the absurdity of radical
anti-immigration positions. In December , Texas was the first state to conduct a comprehensive financial
analysis of the impact of undocumented immigrants on a state's budget and economy. Pondering her fate, she
lives an uncertain life as the Other who does not fit into a new California. This policy has generated a
black-market business for fake identity documents. The movie is at its most successful when it parodies the
news coverage of the events. Appreciate us! It concluded , "Over the past two decades, most efforts to
estimate the fiscal impact of immigration in the United States have concluded that, in aggregate and over the
long term, tax revenues of all types generated by immigrants -- both legal and unauthorized -- exceed the cost
of the services they use. A similar phenomenon holds true on the state level. No Mexicans -- or Colombians or
Argentines or Guatemalans or Panamanians, for that matter -- have mysteriously disappeared from our
country. First released in theatres in , the film gained attention for its political message, but still went on to be
nominated for and win a series of awards, including Best Screenplay at Gramado Film Festival. It is time to
cease the mantras that enforce the idea that illegal immigrants are nothing more than leeches to our society,
and embrace the realities of what these people actually contribute to our economy: a financial fountain we
would be foolish to shut off. A mysterious fog has shrouded the borders and coasts of California, blocking
travel and communication with the outside world. With the onset of a pink fog that surrounds California
comes the sudden disappearance of hundreds of thousands of Latinos, all gone without a trace. Nowadays,
cultural appropriation and social justice are more a hot-button issue than before, but the film still depicts
struggles with personal identity, being the Other and interracial relationships. She soon learns that they are
among the 14 million Latinos from across the state who have disappeared seemingly overnight. This week, in
his testimony to the Congressional Budget Committee, Stephen Goss, chief actuary of the Social Security
Administration, said that because of the country's growing aging population and decline in birth rates, the
Disability Insurance Trust fund reserves will be depleted by and the Social Security Trust Fund will follow
suit by  Glib newscasters and politicians mangling cultural nuances is always good for a laugh. The portrayal
of a Pete Wilson-like state senator John Getz who made his name as an anti-immigration proponent and
ascends to acting governor during the crisis is balanced by an enlightened grower Muse Watson , who pines
for his best friend, Jose Joaquin Garrido. In less than an hour you can obtain a fake green card, Social Security
number and driver's license. Future generations are now impacted by false clauses and politics that were
beyond their control. She also faces opposition as the last Latina in California from some individuals who
celebrate in the wake of the disappearances. Even the overarching question of what happened to the Latinos
goes essentially unanswered, even once the crisis is resolved, making for a pretty limp ending. Among the
missing are doctors and lawyers, police officers and firefighters, gardeners and cooks. A news reporter also
grieves at the loss of the Hispanic weatherman, as she had treated him as an adventurous sexual escape;
therein lies an interesting comment on the approach some individuals have on Hispanic men and women.
During this time, the population of California sees the grand importance of inviting hard-working Latinos into
the state. Abandoned cars clog surface streets but oddly enough, not freeways. Furthermore, the protagonist of
most of the film is a self-aware Latina news reporter that rises above adversity by overcoming discrimination
and bettering relationships between communities. Facebook Comments. Had the characters been more aware
of the severe consequences that can come about from a missing Hispanic population, maybe then could they
be more believable in their approach to anti-immigration. Given the financial climate in America these past
years, these are funds we can ill afford to do without. A film content to let some mild comedy carry its
straightforward message rather than trying to say something more profound, it uses the well-trodden
mockumentary form and a clever premise to drive home its point that Latinos are culturally, socially and
economically underappreciated in California. It also exaggeratingly mocks the attitudes that members of other
races may have toward Hispanics. Advertisement The ramifications for non-Latinos are immediate. Few



A DAY WITHOUT A MEXICAN

Chicano professionals are shown before the audience and their impact is not seen as much as the impact of
farm workers and service employees. As satire, however, the film is toothless. But since it's illegal for them to
receive Social Security and Medicare benefits, this creates a windfall for Uncle Sam. Yareli Arizmendi


